BASICS
name :		
email :		
web :		
cell : 		
address :
visa :		

EMPLOYMENT
Andrew Jonathan Daffy
daffy@daffy.london
www.daffy.london (new website in dev)
US +1 424 324 1976
2250 South Figueroa St, Los Angeles, 90007
Independent 0-1 visa

REELS
timeline reel - 2 minutes
creature reel - edited 5 minutes
creature reel - full 18 minutes
vfx reel - edited 6 minutes
vfx reel - full coming soon
CORE SKILLS
DIRECTION
ANIMATION
VR /AR
EDITING
PREVIZ
CGI
VFX
LIGHTING
PROFILE
Multi award winning DAFFY LONDON was Head of 3D
Commercials at Framestore at just 23. He brought previz to the
commercials team for the Chrysler ‘Golden Gate’ spot. Helped
pitch and win the Walking with Dinosaurs series for the BBC.
Supervised the the CGI in two James Bond title sequences.
Named MAYA MASTER by Alias but is most known for his work
on classics like Levi’s ‘Odyssey’. Mastering photorealism within
his various teams, he’s been recognised twice by the Visual
Effects Society.
He’s published work to guide animation students, judged
awards, attended panels and lectured all around the world,
picking up generous testimonials along the way. As well as
working on NDA projects at the highest level as an Animation
Director, he’s now directing repped by GRADIENT PICTURES
with accolades such as Marvels official Avengers VR experience
and the Louis Vuittons Menswear show for Paris Fashion Week.
He’s built his own portfolio of IP including his art piece
GIFBOX.TV and his sellout social VR party I AM ROBOT.
He is the Creative Director of The Tom of Finland Foundation.
COMPUTER SKILLS
AUTODESK MAYA, ADOBE AFTER EFFECTS, ADOBE
PHOTOSHOP, FACEBOOK AR SPARK, ARNOLD & SHOTGUN

1996 - 2004
2004		
2004		
2004		
2006		
2011		
2012		
2013		
2004 - 2013
2019		
2018 - present
2013 - present

Framestore UK		
The Mill UK		
Glassworks UK		
Finsh.tv (now Freefolk)
Studio AKA UK		
Dr D 			
The Mill LA		
Animal Logic		
The House of Curves UK
Method			
Framestore LA 		
Daffy London UK / LA

- Head of 3D
- Freelance
- Freelance
- Freelance
- Freelance
- Freelance
- Client
- Freelance
- Founder
- Freelance
- Freelance
- Founder

KEY PROJECTS
DIRECTOR
The battle for avengers tower
Lastminute.Com - ingo campaign
Louis vuitton - menswear show s/s 13
The ting tings - do it again
CREATIVE
Experian ‘boost’ campaign
ANIMATOR
Tristar opening sequence
Chemical brothers - salmon dance
Walking with dinosaurs
Harry potter - prisoner of azkaban
Ford - birds
VFX SUPERVISOR
The inbetweeners movie
Soulwax - machine
British airways - ease
Comic relief - hawkingbot
CGI SUPERVISOR
Levi’s - odyssey
X-box - mosquito
Die another day titles
Johnnie walker - fish
Mercedes - clouds
Chrysler - golden gate
LIGHTING
Happy feet two
The great gatsby
Bud light - frogs
AWARDS
4 Emmys, BAFTA, 3 V.E.S. awards, APA, VR award, 2 Cannes
Lions, Promax award, Escape award, 3d Festival Award, 3
Imagina awards, 2 New York Festival awards, 3 AEAF awards,
5 British Animation festival awards, 4 BTCA’s, 5 LEAF awards,
midsummer award.

director

daffy london is represented as a director by gradient pictures
AVENGERS VR - THE BATTLE FOR AVENGERS TOWER
360 FILM
2016 - Framestore - 72 & Sunny - Marvel			
						 		

REACTIONS

LASTMINUTE.COM - INGO					DIRECTOR EDITS
2017 - Not to Scale - Publicis

LOUIS VUITTON - MENSWEAR SHOW S/S 13		
2013 - The House of Curves
							

DIRECTOR_EDIT

THE TING TINGS - DO IT AGAIN				
2013 - The House of Curves
						

FINAL PROMO

MAKING OF

PRESS ON AVENGERS
“Battle of Avengers Tower is a VR experience as mesmerizing and eminently rewatchable as it is short.”
WIRED MAGAZINE
TING TINGS TESTIMONIAL
“DAFFY is Art, Invention, Brilliant, Vivid, Technical, Wild, Funny, Detail, Champagne all on a big bender.”
THE TING TINGS

animator
CHEMICAL BROTHERS - SALMON DANCE			
2007 - Framestore
							

EDITED

TRISTAR - FILM OPENING SEQUENCE				
2017 - Jamm Visual
				 				

ANIM DIR CUT

MAKING OF

WALKING WITH DINOSAURS					SECTION AT 2 MINUTES
2001 - Framestore
								
HARRY POTTER AND THE PRISONER OF AZKABAN		
2003 - Framestore
								

EDITED

FORD ‘BIRDS’ 							FULL
2007 - Framestore
								

TRISTAR FEEDBACK
“I dont like it... I LOVE it. It makes me feel proud”
I wrote it down at final screening with Tom Rothman of Sony Pictures, approving our work.

vfx supervisor
THE INBETWEENERS MOVIE
2011 - The House of Curves
					THIS - making of
SOULWAX - ‘MACHINE’ (NSFW)
2013 - The House of Curves
					FINAL - previz - elements
BRITISH AIRWAYS - ‘EASE’
2004 - Glassworks - Freefolk
					THIS - making of
COMIC RELIEF - ‘STEPHEN HAWKINGBOT’
2017 - Framestore
					FINAL - animation test - making of
DYSON - CONTRAROTATOR
2005 - Framestore - Studio AKA
					FINAL - SPEED TEST
THEM FROM THAT THING
200X - The House of Curves
					FINAL
BAD SUGAR
200X - The House of Curves
					FINAL

cgi supervisor
LEVI’S - ‘ODYSSEY’
2001 - Framestore
FINAL - hand animated FX
X-BOX - ‘MOSQUITO’
2002 - Framestore
FINAL
DIE ANOTHER DAY TITLES - ‘ICE MAIDENS / SCORPIONS’
2002 - Framestore
FINAL
JOHNNIE WALKER - ‘FISH’
2003 - Framestore
FINAL
MERCEDES ‘CLOUDS’
2004 - The Mill
FINAL
HISCOX - ‘SUPERSTITION’
2002 - Framestore
FINAL
CHRYSLER - ‘GOLDEN GATE’
2000 - Framestore
FINAL

lighting
TOMORROW NEVER DIES					EDITED SNIPPET
1998 - Framestore
HAPPY FEET TWO						SHORT SAMPLE
2011 - Dr D
THE GREAT GATSBY						NEW YORK SEQUENCE
2013 - Animal Logic
BUD LIGHT - “BUD WEI SER... LIGHT”			
2017 - Framestore

AWAITING HD VERSION

THE RAVEN							RAVEN SEQUENCE
2012 - Filmgate

previz
AVENGERS VR - THE BATTLE FOR AVENGERS
TOWER
2016 - Framestore - 72 & Sunny - Marvel
previz 1 basic (Basic reconceptualisation as cubes)
previz 2 pov - previz 3 lat long - FINAL (repeated
from DIRECTOR section)
THE INBETWEENERS MOVIE
2011 - The House of Curves
making of (repeated from VFX SUPERVISOR
section)
LOUIS VUITTON MENSWEAR SHOW S/S 2013
2013 - The House of Curves
making of (repeated from DIRECTOR section)
SOULWAX - ‘MACHINE’ (NSFW)
2013 - The House of Curves
“I collaborated with DAFFY in the creation of a
unique machine. He and his studio were a rare
breed of artists that wanted to push the film
even further than I assumed was appropriate. A
gentlemen of the highest order.” Saam Faramand
previz (repeated from VFX SUPERVISOR section)
BRITISH AIRWAYS - ‘EASE’
2004 - Glassworks - Freefolk
making of (repeated from VFX SUPERVISOR
section)
VARMINTS
All layout/cameras for Marc Crastes 20m short film
trailer
CHRYSLER / JOHNNIE WALKER / BRITISH
AIRWAYS / LEVI’S
An edited collection of previz
edited compilation
BOOOM! - REIMAGINING A NIGHTCLUB
2012 - The House of Curves
previz

x.r.
BACARDI PARTY - BATS
2017 - Framestore
We built an experience as part of a next level perty. Body motions controlled an enormous holographic
bat
FINAL
VISIBLE / GOLDEN TOWERS
2019 - Daffy London - SVA
Our new app will allow peopke to position art on the planet permanently. The first they’ll see will be
DAFFY’S gigantic sculpture roaming through NYC
PROJECT IN PROGRESS
HIDDEN - IN PRODUCTION
2022 - Daffy London
Submergeable VR allows you to witness sea creatures as never before
PREVIZ
TOM LA VR
2020 - Daffy London
a virtual journey through gaytopia set in LA 2020
PROJECT IN PROGRESS

editor
KIM JONES - A/W 2004
2004 - The House of Curves
We edited this on a Quantel HENRY. Which taught me the art of making an edit decision, given how
tough this kit was to cut with
FINAL
‘RAPHI’ - SHOWSTUDIO
2005 - The House of Curves
Kim Jones was finding his style and it was unbelievable to be working with him and Toyin on this piece
FINAL
MANUMISSION - PHANTASMAGORIA
2013 - The House of Curves
The relaunch of this legendary couple manifested into PHANTASMAGORIA
TRAILER
MCM - FLAGSHIP STORES ART WALL
2013 - The House of Curves
FILM 1 - HART & HADAR
FILM 2 - INK (projected around a large LED column)
TOM OF FINLAND - ART FAIR and TOMS BAR
2017 to 2019 - Daffy London
It’s always an honour to cut for this vibrant and important foundation
ART FAIR 2018 - TOMS BAR 2018 - ART FAIR 2019

original i.p.
GIFBOX.TV - soft launch
2018 - Daffy London
“It’s like scrolling through Tumblr but you don’t have
to do anything” Sob Sister
trailer - www.gifbox.tv
ROOK - in production
2020 - Daffy London - Blowfish Studios
XR chess game on epic scale for Apple / Samsung / Huawei
In production
TASCHEN / TOM OF FINLAND - BOOKENDS - in production
2020 - Daffy London
These should hit the shelves in the Summer of 2020!
I AM ROBOT - launched at SIGGRAPH
2017 - Daffy London - Superbright - NYU, NYC
“As a transgender male at SIGGRAPH I had found myself out of my comfort zone. Once I got into I AM
ROBOT, I was really astonished by the very fluid concept of identity. As a robot I felt the most human
ompassion I’d felt in a long while.”
MILO CHRISTIAN KOLESKE, VOLUNTEER
www.iamrobot.fyi

awards
apa - uk

marvel/samsung - the battle for avengers tower / IDEAS award (2016)
virtual reality festival - usa
marvel/samsung - the battle for avengers tower / best animated vr film (2016)
emmy awards - usa
hallmarks merlin / best visual effects in miniseries
hallmarks the odyssey / best visual effects in miniseries
walking with dinosaurs / best visual effects in miniseries
hallmarks tenth kingdom / best title sequence
cannes lions - france
wonderbread - ducks / gold - integrated campaign (2008)
johnnie walker - fish / gold - alcoholic drinks (2003)
promax awards - usa
sony max / gold - art direction and design (2013)
bafta awards - uk
walking with dinosaurs / innovation (2000)
escape awards - uk
chemical brothers - the salmon dance / best CG in music (2008)
v.e.s. awards - usa
chem. brothers - salmon dance / best animated character in a commercial (2008)
johnnie walker - fish / best effects in a commercial (2004)
xbox - mosquito / best effects in a commercial (2003)
3d festival awards - denmark
johnnie walker - fish / best 3d in a commercial (2004)
imagina awards - monaco
chemical brothers - the salmon dance / best video clip (2008)
johnnie walker - fish / best commercial (2004)
audi - fish / best rendering (2004)
n.y festivals’ int. tv, cinema and radio advertising awards - usa
johnnie walker - fish / gold world medal - best special effects (2004)
audi - fish / silver world medal - best animation (2004)
a.e.a.f. awards - australia
die another day - title sequence / best titles/idents/sting (2003)
johnnie walker - fish / best effects (2003)
walking with dinosaurs / best vfx in education (2000)
b.a.f. awards - uk
audi - fish / best animation in a commercial (2003) international monitor awards - usa
levis - odyssey / best acheivement (2002)
levis - odyssey / best visual effects (2002)
chrysler - golden gate / best vfx (2001)
budweiser - thirsty world / best animation (1998)
btca’s - uk
johnnie walker - fish / best computer animation (2003)
levis - odyssey / best computer animation (2002)
xbox - mosquito / best video post production (2002)
chrysler - golden gate / best live action effects (2001)
btaa’s - uk
levis - odyssey / best clothing commercial (2002)
london l.e.a.f. awards - uk
xbox - mosquito / best animated commercial (2002)
chrysler - golden gate / best live action commercial (2001)
hallmarks tenth kingdom / best title sequence (1999)
walking with dinosaurs / best vfx in education (1999)
tomorrow never dies / best title sequence (1997)
midsummer awards - uk
xbox - mosquito / best post production (2002)

lectures
fmx - stuttgart, germany
may 2017, speaker - ‘punching through’ - part of the ‘artists liberated’ series
media production show
june 2016, one to one panel ‘VR in the real world’
fmx - stuttgart, germany
april 2016, speaker - ‘oh fuck... I’m ironman!’ / panelist - ‘directing for vr’ & ‘vr and ar Studio Production’
animex - teesside, uk
february 2016, speaker - ‘sick vr’ - workshop - ‘photoreal by teatime’
ibiza music video festival - playa den bossa, ibiza
september 2013 - vfx panel
volda animation festival - volda, norway
september 2012 - ‘from freebies to louis vuitton’ - talk
teesside university, uk
november 2011 - ‘assets for students’ - workshop
animex - teesside, uk
february 2009 - ‘tips for students’ - workshop and talk
autodesk 3dec, london, uk
december 2008 - 20 minute ‘tips for students’
sand animation days, cardiff, uk
november 2008, speaker with matt estela - workshop and talk
fmx-08, stuttgart, germany
may 2008, speaker with matt estela - workshop and talk
tate modern, london, uk
may 2008 - one day workshop open to public
sand animation days, cardiff, wales november 2007 - workshop and talk
view conference, turin, italy november 2007 - talk
mundos digitales, a coruna, spain july 2007 - talk
fmx-07, stuttgart, germany may 2007 - talk
n vidia - india masterclass tour (mumbai, delhi, bangalore, chennai)
november 2006, 3 hour presentation ‘to levi’s and back’
siggraph - alias masterclasses, los angeles, usa
august 2005, speaker with alex parkinson - ‘bridging the gap between techies and creatives’
animex - teesside, uk
feb 2005, speaker - ‘creative challenges in vfx commercials’
imagina, monte carlo, monaco
feb 2004, speaker - ‘creative challenges in vfx commercials’
edit ves, frankfurt, germany
sept 2003, panelist ‘high end vfx for high class commercials’
mundos digitales, a caruna, spain
july 2003, speaker - ‘an in depth look at johnnie walker - fish’
the production show 2003, london
may 2003, speaker - vfx and 3d masterclass
fmx-03, stuttgart, germany
may 2003, speaker - ‘walking with bondbabes’
c.d.i.s. vancouver, canada
february 2003, guest alumni lecturer ‘life since cdis’
cartoombria, perugia, italy
december 2002, speaker - ‘walking with bondbabes’
national film and television school, beaconsfield, uk
october 2002, guest lecturer
fmx-02, stuttgart, germany
may 2002, speaker - ‘levis unthreaded’
animation generation, kingston university
april 2002, speaker - ‘levis unthreaded’
e.magicians, valenciennes
november 2001, panel - ‘vfx for film and t.v.’
3d festival, copenhagen, denmark
october 2001, speaker - ‘8 weeks’
fmx-01, stuttgart, germany
june 2001, speaker - ‘8 weeks’
animex 2000, teesside, uk
november 2000, speaker - ‘8 weeks’

award panels
ibiza music video awards , ibiza 2013 panel for ‘best vfx’ and ‘best special effects’
volda, norway 2012 industrial animation panel
bafta, london 2009 official selection jury for best animated short film
siggraph, los angeles 2009 animation panel
3d festival awards, london 2004 one of 7 jury members
btaa craft awards, london 2003 jury for the ‘best computer animation’ category btaa craft awards, london
2001& 2002 chairman of the jury for the ‘best computer animation’ category
3d festival awards, london 2001 one of 8 jury members
leaf awards, london 2001 one of 6 jury members

teaching & education
2012 - release of ‘assets for students’ kit for skillset
2011 - part of roundtable to help skillset develop ‘the core skills of vfx’ pdf
2011 - autodesk sponsored online tutorial enabling school pupils to make cgi films
2010 - skillset – member of university accreditation panel
2009 - release of ‘the house of curves – tips for students’ poster for universiies
2009 - present - sensor/examiner for animation workshop, denmark
2004 - present - 3d world - advisory board
2003 - supinfocom, valenciennes - student graduation films
2003 - present - guest lecturer/vfx workshops for filmakademie, germany
2002 - present - advisory board member for escape studios
1998 - course designer and mentor for students at the london animation studio

appearances
AWN INTERVIEW
I talk with Dan Sarto about Avengers
LINK
WASKUL INTERVIEW
I talk with Steve Waskul about Avengers and further projects
LINK
COMIC RELIEF INTERVIEW
Listen to me talk about my experience working with BBC & Stephen Hawking
LINK
WALKING WITH DINOSAURS - THE MAKING OF
I discuss the motion of flying dinosaurs coming down to land
SECTION AT 2m00s
THE FRAME 1998
I talk about Tomorrow Never Dies and Fairytale
LINK
CULTURE FIX 1998
I talk about Emmy winning Merlin
LINK
TOAST OF LONDON - GAY PORN STAR
My cameo as Helmut, a gay porn star!
LINK_at_1m09s

publications
PHOTOREAL BY TEATIME
2016 - Daffy London
In a single days workshop, I dissect VFX down taking a shot through the VFX process.
photoreal_by_teatime.pdf
ASSETS FOR STUDENTS
2006 - Creative Skillset
I wrote this document to give UK Universities a leg up.
assets.pdf
TIPS FOR STUDENTS POSTER
2005 - The House of Curves
I teamed up with Shelley Page, Mike Milne and Matt Estela to come up with these ‘still vital’ tips about
entering the industry.
tips for students A - tips for students B
RIGGING ROAD TEST 2.0
2019 - Daffy London
This guide acts like an M.O.T. for riggers to check their work before handing it off to animators. Even the
most professional companies get this wrong and create major bottlenecks!
rigging road test 2.0.pdf

testimonials

“DAFFY is a talented, passionate and extremely clever director
and VFX visionary, making him the person you want by your side
when facing a tough project. In my days as a producer he made
my job ridiculously easy.”

									Lara Hopkins, 				
									Head recruiter, ILM - Australia
“When Daffy was 17 years of age, he wrote to me expressing his keen interest in the works of Tom of
Finland. Since he has shared his own vision of how the characters the Tom portrayed mighttranslate into
other mediums. His contributions to the LGBTQ+ community in the US are unquestionable.”
DURK DEHNER, President of The Tom of Finland Foundation

“I AM ROBOT had a profound and unexpected effect on sectors of society who struggle with identity on
a daily basis, such as people going through gender transition and those with social anxiety. The project
will be a positive influence in the years to come.”
PROFESSOR KEN PERLIN, Director of Future reality Lab

“Having always been at the forefront of the latest advances in visual effects, I have the highest regard for
Andrew as one of the very best Creative Directors currently working in the industry.“
SHELLEY PAGE, Animation Talent Consultant, Aardman Animation

“I organized and coordinated giving DAFFY the key spot in the VR VILLAGE at SIGGRAPH for his VR
piece I AM ROBOT; He and his team didn’t disappoint. The piece became the buzz of the village.”
TERRENCE MASSON, Chairman, MFA Computer Arts, School of Visual Arts

“Andrew continues to innovate and enhance his skills. From fashion shows, to music videos, to
commercials, to virtual reality, Andrew is a tireless pioneer of amazing visuals, and is without equal.”
MATT ESTELA, VFX Lead in residence, UTS ALA

